Canceled Events in OPAS – Part 2
Summary: Keep the “Services” box checked for Canceled Events if you need to generate any kind of
payroll for those events. Canceled events can be copied into next season.

Variations on the “Canceled Events” document, particularly for those clients that use OPAS for
personnel management. Many of these ideas are reiterated in the PDF written by Chris Walroth of the
Toronto Symphony

Keep the
Services box
Checked

If COVID-19 canceled services are to be paid to musicians, and if they are to be
counted among musicians’ service calculations, your canceled events will need
to have the Services box checked. This way those events will remain active in
the Services area and can be paid / counted alongside other services.

If canceled services are to be paid, but at a different rate than standard services,
this will be achieved through a combination of a new Fixed/Set Amount, and/or
Attendance Type. Consult with Technical Support as to the best option for your
orchestra

Change the
Event Type at
the end of the
Season

If your organization does not use OPAS Online, but uses the personnel modules,
it may be most beneficial to continue using OPAS as it is, generate your payroll
from OPAS for the rest of the 2019-20 season, then change the Event Type to
the reserved Canceled types after the season is over.
So long as you do not need to print calendars or schedules for musicians that
specifically show canceled services (as distinct event types), this method
requires the least amount of change to keep generating payroll through the
end of the season.
Then after the season is over, change the affected events to their ‘cancelled’
counterparts for your organizations historical record
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Copy events to
new Season

If your canceled concerts are postponed and will be given next season, you can
copy those events to the appropriate dates in 2020-21.
This is the recommended method.
You will repeat this process for each Postponed Project:
If you do not use the OPAS Personnel Module or do not need to copy musician
service assignments
•
•

•

Open the Calendar and right-click on the first canceled event in the
Project.
Choose the Copy Project option that spans the entire Project

Scroll forward in the Calendar to the 20-21 season and find the first date
of the new Project. Remember to start the new Project on the same day
of the week as the old. You can always alter the schedule after its been
copied, but you want the days of the week to align between the
canceled Project and the new one.

Now you have the Project and all artistic/programming information copied into
the new season. You will likely need to change the Project in the new season.
•
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Open the Dates area and filter for the Project you just copied in.
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•

Run the Change Project function to apply the new Project

Set the proper Project for the 2020-21 Season
•

Finally, while you are here in the Dates area, change the Event Types
from canceled events to their proper non-canceled counterparts.

If you need to copy events and their associated musician service
assignments.
If your orchestra roster will be the same for these postponed events, or if the
same musicians have right of first refusal, for each of the new events, the steps
are slightly different:
•
•

Open the Dates area and filter for the canceled/postponed events in the
2019-20 season
Run the function to copy the events with their service assignments to a
new planning level.

Copy the events and services to level 2, 3 or 4, and still
within the 2019-20 season. This example uses level 3,
but any level will do. Note that while musician service
assignments are copied, any payroll/expense items are
not.
•
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Now open the Calendar and find the just-created events at level 3.
Right-click on the
first canceled
event in the
Project. Choose
the Copy Project
option that spans
the entire Project
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•

Scroll forward in the Calendar to the 20-21 season and find the first date
of the new Project. Remember to start the new Project on the same day
of the week as the old. You can always alter the schedule after its been
copied, but you want the days of the week to align between the
canceled Project and the new one. Remember the events will
automatically be copied to the new Planning Level (Level 3 in this
example)

Now you have the Project, all artistic/programming information and all
musician services copied into the new season. You will need to change the
Project in the new season, and the planning level.
•

Open the Dates area and filter in 2020-21 for the Project you just copied
in. Remember to search within the appropriate planning level.

•

Run the Change Project function to apply the new Project

Set the proper Project for the 2020-21 Season
•

Run the Change Planning Level function to move the events from the
copied Level down to level 1 alongside other 2020-21 events.

•

Finally, while you are here in the Dates area, change the Event Types
from canceled events to their proper non-canceled counterparts.

This gives you all the canceled events in the new season, with the proper
Project, Event types and originally assigned musicians.
SEE ALSO – related document regarding soloist / conductor contracts
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